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A hot body will only take him so far...

Theo Cooper just wants to find his place in life, but despite his outer veneer of confidence, he’s filled with
doubts about whether he can truly find happiness. A homophobic father and an ex-fiancé who likes to sleep
around have shaken his faith in himself. Walking in on his ex in bed with Theo’s replacement is the last
straw, and now Theo is ready to do whatever it will take to scrape together the cash for a new place to live.

Self-doubt keeps holding him back...

Elliot James is too shy, too smart, and too socially awkward to do anything about his desire to meet a man.
So far, his best friend, wealthy socialite Brianna LaFontaine, is the only person he’s had the courage to come
out to. Despite her best efforts to push him out of his comfort zone—which is behind a computer screen—he
has successfully avoided any chance of finding love.

When a mutual friend pushes them together...

Brianna cares about her friends, and when Theo won’t take the money she offers to get him out of his
financial mess, she comes up with a simple proposition: help shy Elliot break out of his nervous shell to
experience one night of passion, and Theo can name his price. It’s the answer to Theo’s money problems and
an easy way for some fast cash. But one night brings both men more than they expect, and leads both to
wonder...

Is it possible to fall in love after Just One Night?

Just One Night is a steamy gay romance with a happily-ever-after ending and no cliffhangers.
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From reader reviews:

Pierre Taylor:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to try and do! A lot of people spent their spare time with their family, or
their particular friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, likely to beach, or
picnic in the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something
different to fill your own free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book can be option to fill your free of charge
time/ holiday. The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you
want to try out look for book, may be the book untitled Just One Night can be fine book to read. May be it is
usually best activity to you.

Alyson Ward:

The particular book Just One Night has a lot details on it. So when you check out this book you can get a lot
of help. The book was written by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research ahead of write this
book. This book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after looking over this book.

Elizabeth Smith:

The book untitled Just One Night contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains your ex idea with
easy approach. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do certainly not worry, you
can easy to read the idea. The book was compiled by famous author. The author provides you in the new era
of literary works. You can read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or model, so you
can read the book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can start their official
web-site along with order it. Have a nice examine.

Elizabeth Nicholson:

Is it you who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day through watching television programs or
just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This Just One Night can be the respond to, oh how
comes? A fresh book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your free time by reading in this
fresh era is common not a geek activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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